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The Chainsaw Operator's Manual is an essential safety tool for chainsaw operators. It is the

ultimate guide to basic chainsaw operating techniques covering safety, maintenance and cross-

cutting, but not tree felling. Detailed diagrams illustratehorizontal, vertical and boring cuts, as

well as trimming and cross-cutting techniques.Safety considerations are discussed, including

workplace safety, occupational hazards, kick-back and identifying dangerous trees. An

explanation of the 'tension' and 'compression' forces in timber is also provided to help you

understand where tobegin cutting to avoid jamming the saw.The book covers chainsaw

maintenance in detail, explains all aspects of the equipment and helps you select the right

chainsaw and personal protection equipment for your needs. Trouble-shooting charts are

included to help you solveoperating problems.This manual has been updated to take into

account the most recent changes in nationally accredited competency standards. It is a must-

have for anyone operating a chainsaw.

About the AuthorForestWorks is a bi-partite, not-for-profit, expert representative of learning and

skill development in the forest, wood, paper and timber products industry. ForestWorks

performs a range of industry-wide functions acting as the channel between industry,

Government and the Australian Vocational Education and Training (VET) departments.

ForestWorks’ goal is to assist industry with their skills development objectives through national

industry skills standards and qualifications. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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IntroductionA chainsaw is a portable power tool specifically designed for cutting wood. When

used and maintained correctly it is very efficient. However, in the hands of inexperienced or

careless operators, serious injuries and fatalities can occur.Injuries to chainsaw operators have

commonly resulted from a lack of saw control or from failing to follow safe work practices.

Operator fatalities have occurred as a result of being struck by rolling logs, falling trees or

dislodged tree limbs.While improved technology and safety features on chainsaws, and the

correct fitting of personal protective equipment, can help to reduce injuries, these offer little

protection if the operator is not properly trained or does not follow safe operating

techniques.The major market for chainsaws now includes farming, local government,

emergency services and recreational users who may not receive formal training. While this

manual is designed primarily for all timber workers who use chainsaws in the course of their

work, it will also provide guidance on safe chainsaw operation to the wider community.This

edition of the Chainsaw Operator’s Manual includes updated information and additional

material on chainsaw safety equipment and safe operating techniques.A major change is the

reorganisation of the manual into two separate books, reflecting the division of the content into

basic chainsaw operations and manual tree felling operations.Compliance with licensing,

regulatory or certification requirements may be required in some states and jurisdictions.

Please contact the relevant state authority listed at the back of this manual for current

requirements.

1. National competency standardsThe information in this manual can be used to support



training aligned to the units of competency from the Forest and Wood Products Training

Package.National competencies specify the skill and knowledge requirements for performing

particular tasks or job functions in the workplace to the standard expected in the industry.The

units of competency listed below are partly covered by this manual. Please note that

completion of this manual does not constitute competence in these units. Chainsaw operators

seeking accreditation in any of the units below should consult a Registered Training

Organisation (RTO). A list of RTOs can be found at .FWPCOT2254 Maintain

chainsawsFWPCOT2259 Cut materials with a hand-held chainsawFWPCOT2256 Trim and cut

felled treesFWPHAR2209 Trim and cut harvested treesThe units of competency can be

downloaded from .For information on learning and skills development please contact

ForestWorks: .

2. Know your chainsawParts of a chainsawA chainsaw consists of two main units: the

powerhead and the cutting attachment.The powerheadThe powerhead is a high performance 2-

stroke motor designed to work in any operational position at very high engine revolutions

(typically in excess of 12 000 rpm). The motor is air cooled by a flywheel that forces the air over

the cylinder cooling fins to dissipate heat.The cutting attachmentThe cutting attachment

converts engine power into cutting performance. It consists of a guide bar, which attaches to

the powerhead, and a loop of saw chain. The saw chain is driven around the guide bar by a

drive sprocket. A centrifugal clutch provides the direct drive to the crankshaft.The drive

sprocket rotates at the same speed as the engine, resulting in chain speeds of up to 25 metres

per second. As long as the chain is properly sharpened and correctly tensioned, it will self-feed

into the timber with a minimum level of force required.Figure 1: Components of a

chainsaw.Chainsaw safety featuresModern chainsaws are equipped with several features

designed to improve operator safety. The operator must check that these devices are in good

working condition before operating the saw. Fitted safety devices include:chain brakemuffler

and spark arrestorreduced kickback saw chainreduced radius guide barchain catcheranti-

vibration systemhand guardsdecompression valvethrottle trigger lockout (interlock)ignition

switchguide bar cover (scabbard).Chain brakeThe chain brake may be internally mounted in

the body of the saw, or externally within the sprocket cover. It is designed to stop a running saw

chain in the event of a kickback reaction, and is used when starting the chainsaw.Modern

chainsaws are fitted with an inertia chain brake (ICB) which will automatically trip in any

operational position should the saw react suddenly, or by contact with the front hand guard.

This is especially important if the saw is being used with the guide bar in the horizontal

position.Figure 2: Chain brake mechanism.Muffler and spark arrestorThe muffler is designed to

reduce noise, and deflect exhaust gases away from the operator. The spark arrestor is a mesh

screen that prevents spark emissions, which is especially important in the bush. Chainsaws

with loose or damaged mufflers should not be used.Reduced kickback chainThese types of

chains are designed to ease saw chain cutter movement about the guide bar nose, thereby

modifying kickback reaction.Figure 3: Modern low kickback tendency chain. The ramp on the

depth gauge guides the wood smoothly into the cutter.Chain catcherThis is a device to

intercept a broken or derailed chain and deflect it under the sprocket cover. It is located to the

front of the sprocket cover, below the guide bar mounting. The chain catcher should be

replaced if damaged.Anti-vibration systemThe anti-vibration system is designed to absorb the

vibration created when the motor and chain are operating. It comprises a number of springs or

rubber mounts that reduce the vibration reaching the operator through the handles. Excessive

vibration can lead to nerve and circulation damage in the fingers, similar to Raynaud’s disease



or white finger disease.Hand guardsProtection for the hands is provided by front and rear

guards. The guard on the front handle protects the left hand and also serves to actuate the

chain brake. The base of the rear handle protects the right hand when trimming and also in

case the chain breaks or derails.Ignition switchThe ignition switch is located where the thumb

of the right hand can operate it while the operator is holding the rear handle. This design

means the saw can be quickly shut off in an emergency.Throttle trigger lockout (interlock)Fitted

to the rear handle, this prevents the accidental engagement of the throttle. The throttle cannot

be depressed unless the mechanism is gripped by the operator.Decompression valveActivating

this valve reduces the compression of the motor by venting the engine cylinder, thus lowering

the effort required to start the chainsaw. Do not use the decompression button as a stop button

as the valve could be damaged.Guide bar cover (scabbard)When not in use the chainsaw

should be fitted with a guide bar cover (scabbard) to prevent injury to the operator or damage

to the chain. The scabbard should be of sufficient length to cover the chain.Reduced radius

guide barReduced radius guide bars are generally considered to be safer than those of

broader profile since less circumference of the ‘kickback reaction zone’ is exposed during

chainsaw operation. This zone is described as the quadrant of the guide bar from the very tip

of the bar to the top radius of the bar nose.Figure 4: Reduced radius guide bar (top).Guide to

selecting a chainsawThere is a wide variety of chainsaw brands and models available on the

market. Selection should be made after carefully analysing your needs and requirements.

Consider the following points when evaluating the type of chainsaw required:What type of work

will the machine be used for?What size material is expected to be cut on average?These two

questions will determine the saw capacity and guide bar length you require. The best indication

of the power of the chainsaw is the capacity in cubic centimetres. You may also give

consideration to the availability of service and spare parts, ease of maintenance, design

features and balance of the chainsaw.Table 1: Guide to chainsaw selection.ClassificationPower

outputEngine capacityGuide bar lengthMain usesHeavy4.5 kW to 6.5 kW80 cc to 125 cc50 cm

to 65 cm and longer
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